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The aberration of a multipole Wien filter for energy-filtered x-ray photoemission electron
microscopy was analyzed and the optimized Fourier components of the electric and magnetic fields
for the third-order aperture aberration corrections were obtained. It was found that the third-order
aperture aberration correction requires 12 electrodes and magnetic poles. © 2007 American Institute
of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2749449�

I. INTRODUCTION

Surface inhomogeneity is an important factor in control-
ling surface chemical processes, such as catalysis. Such pro-
cesses are often affected by interactions between inhomoge-
neous parts of the surface through diffusion over mesoscopic
regions of a few tens of nanometer to micron order. As ex-
amples, oxygen diffusion in mixed oxides causes high selec-
tivity for oxidation of hydrocarbons, and hydrogen migration
from metal particles affects the acidity of supports.1–3 An-
other example is the hydrodesulfurization reaction on
Ni2P/SiO2 where partially formed Ni–S bond plays an im-
portant role in S–C bond scissions during the
hydrodesulfurization.4,5 The characterization of spatial inho-
mogeneity in heterogeneous catalysts is a key issue in under-
standing these catalytic reactions.

Microscopic techniques are important for understanding
these inhomogeneities.6 Recent developments in electron mi-
croscopes enable the in situ investigation of catalysis.7 How-
ever, electron damage in electron microscopes is large and
may perturb the chemical reactions. Scanning probe micros-
copy �Scanning tunneling microscopy �STM� and atomic
force microscopy �AFM�� can be used to investigate sur-
faces, though it gives little direct information about chemical
distributions, such as elemental and chemical states.8–11

Photoemission electron microscopy �PEEM� is a prom-
ising tool for realizing chemical mapping in real time.12,13 It
can provide information about surface spatiotemporal pat-
terns, such as CO and O moving fronts and spiral and target
patterns during CO oxidation processes.12 Contrast formation
of the PEEM is realized through the work function change at
the surface, and hence it is difficult to distinguish surface
chemical species. When an energy-variable x-ray source is
used, such as synchrotron radiation, the core electrons can be
excited to become photoelectrons at x-ray energies corre-
sponding to the absorption energies of the elements on the

surface, which allows measurement of the elemental distri-
bution on the sample.14,15 Since the number of emitted elec-
trons is proportional to the x-ray absorption coefficient, x-ray
absorption near edge structure ��-XANES� can be obtained
using PEEM and the chemical species on the surface can be
identified.16,17

In an alternative technique, a fixed x-ray energy source
is used to eject photoelectrons from the sample and the ki-
netic energy of the electrons is measured, with chemical
mapping of the surface performed in a similar way to x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy ��-XPS�.18–22 We call this tech-
nique energy-filtered x-ray photoemission electron micros-
copy �EXPEEM� in this article.23,24 An advantage of EX-
PEEM is that synchrotron radiation need not be used. The
measurement of the photoelectron energy can be achieved by
using a hemispherical energy analyzer.18–20 However, in this
case, the optical axis has to be bent in the hemispherical
energy analyzer, which is not convenient for adjusting the
optical axis and the lens condition. Thus, collinear arrange-
ments of the lens and energy analyzer are desirable. There
are several proposals for energy analyzers with a collinear
arrangement,23–26 such as the Wien-filter-type energy ana-
lyzer shown in Fig. 1, where an electric field and a magnetic
field are applied perpendicular to the path of the emitted
electrons. In the filter, a moving electron feels a Lorentz
force proportional to its velocity from the magnetic field,
which is directed in an opposite direction to the electric field.
The electron can only travel straight through the Wien filter
when both forces are balanced. Several attempts have been
made to obtain EXPEEM images using a Wien filter energy
analyzer.23,24,26 Yasuhuku et al. first reported an EXPEEM
image of Au islands on a Ta sheet using the Wien filter en-
ergy analyzer.23

Another advantage of the Wien filter is that it can correct
aberrations by adjusting the higher order Fourier components
of the electric and magnetic fields.26–37 Rose has given the
aberration collection condition �called the Rose condition in
this article� to cancel out the second-order aberration by ad-a�Electronic mail: askr@cat.hokudai.ac.jp
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justing the electric and magnetic fields up to the hexapole
component.32 We suggest another aberration correction
�called as third-order aberration correction condition� that
corrects up to third-order aperture aberration by adjusting the
electric and magnetic fields up to the octupole component.33

This aberration correction can achieve a high energy resolu-
tion with a wide field of view.

In this article we first present details of the derivation of
the aberration correction conditions of the Wien filter up to
the third order. We then present the results of ray-tracing
calculations and compare three conditions for minimizing
aberration, including a new third-order aberration correction
condition. Finally, we determine the optimum number of
electrodes and magnetic poles for an effective Wien filter
under the new third-order condition.

II. OPTICS OF WIEN FILTER

A. Expansion of Lagrangian

For mathematical simplicity, we use complex notation in
this article,

u = x + iy , �1�

ū = x − iy , �2�

�u�2 = x2 + y2, �3�

�u��2 = x�2 + y�2, �4�

�u = 2
�

�ū
=

�

�x
+ i

�

�y
, �5�

�u� = 2
�

�ū�
=

�

�x�
+ i

�

�y�
. �6�

Here x�, y�, and u� represent dx /dz, dy /dz, and du /dz, re-
spectively. z is the electron optical axis. The Wien filter se-
lects electrons with a specific kinetic energy using the bal-
ance condition between the eletrostatic and magnetic forces,
as shown in Fig. 1.

We now describe the governing equation for the trajec-
tory and aberration coefficients in the Wien filter as a func-
tion of the electric and magnetic fields. The electric and mag-

netic fields in the Wien filter can be given by the general
solution of the Laplace equation.38 We assume that the elec-
tric and magnetic fields are uniform along the optical axis �z
direction� and the direction of the electric field is in the posi-
tive x direction. The former assumption means that the fringe
effect is neglected. This assumption allows us to derive the
aberration coefficients in explicit forms and optimize them
analytically. As shown in a previous paper,28 the fringe effect
is negligibly small as long as the distributions of the electric
and magnetic fields coincide. A following paper will discuss
how this condition is practically satisfied in the Wien filter.39

The assumption that the electric field points in the x direction
can be expressed as a real electrostatic potential ��u , ū�,40

��u, ū� = − �
m=0

�

�mc
um + ūm

2
, �7�

where �mc is the mth order coefficient for the electric field.
−�0c is equal to the pass energy �0=m0v0

2 /2. Likewise, the
magnetic scalar potential ��u , ū� can be written under the
assumption that the magnetic field is applied perpendicular
to the electric field, which requires that the magnetic scalar
potential � be imaginary,

�0��u, ū� = − �
m=0

�

�ms
um − ūm

2i
, �8�

where �ms is the mth order coefficient for the magnetic field.
In Cartesian coordinates, ��u , ū� and �0��u , ū� are written
as

��x,y� = �0 − �1cx − �2c�x2 − y2� − �3cx�x2 − 3y2�

− �4c�x4 − 6x2y2 − y4� − ¯ , �9�

�0��x,y� = − �1sy − 2�2sxy − �3sy�3x2 − y2�

− 4�4sxy�x2 − y2� − ¯ , �10�

where �0c ,�1c ,�2c , . . . and �1s ,�2s ,�3s , . . . are the coeffi-
cients of the Fourier expansions of the electric and magnetic
fields. The motion of the electron in the Wien filter is deter-
mined by the following Lagrangian:38

F�u, ū,u�, ū�� = ���u, ū��1 + �u��2� −� e

2m0
Az�u, ū� .

�11�

Using the relation B=��A=−�0�� gives41

Az�u, ū� = − �
m=0

�

�ms
um + ūm

2
. �12�

In order to solve the Euler-Lagrange equation

d

dz
��u�F� − �uF = 0 �13�

for each order of u, the Lagrangian F in �11� is expanded in
a power series of u, ū, u�, and ū� up to fourth order,

F = F0 + F1 + F2 + F3 + F4. �14�

This expansion has one further step than the calculation
given by Rose.32 Accordingly, F1, F2, F3, and F4 are repre-
sented by

FIG. 1. Diagram of Wien filter.
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F1 = −
1

4�0
1/2 ��1c − v0�1s��u + ū� , �15�

F2 = −
1

32�0
3/2 ��1c

2 �u + ū�2 − 16�0
2�u��28�0��2c − v0�2s�

��u2 + ū2�� , �16�

F3 = −
1

128�0
5/2 ��1c

3 �u + ū�3 + 8�0�1c�2c�u + ū��u2 + ū2�

− 16�0
2�1c�u + ū��u��2 + 32�0

2��3c − v0�3s��u3

+ ū3�� , �17�

F4 = −
1

2048�0
7/2 �− 5�1c

4 �u + ū�4 + 48�0�1c
2 �2c�u + ū�2�u2 + ū2� + 64�0

2�2c
2 �u2 + ū2� + 128�0�1c�3c�u + ū��u3 + ū3�

+ 32�0
2�1c

2 �u + ū�2�u��2 + 256�0
3�2c�u2 + ū2��u��2 + 256�0

4�u��4 + 512�0
3��4c − v0�4s��u4 + ū4�� . �18�

In Cartesian coordinates we have

F1 = −
1

4�0
1/2 ��1c − v0�1s�2x , �19�

F2 = −
1

32�0
3/2 ��1c

2 �4x2� − 16�0
2�x�2 + y�2� + 16�0��2c

− v0�2s��x2 − y2�� , �20�

F3 = −
1

128�0
5/2 ��1c

3 �8x3� + 8�0�1c�2c4x�x2 − y2�

− 32�0
2�1cx�x�2 + y�2� + 128�0

2��3c − v0�3s��x3

− 3xy2�� , �21�

F4 = −
1

2048�0
7/2 �5�1c

4 �16x4� + 384�0�1c
2 �2cx

2�x2 − y2� + 128�0
2�2c

2 �x2 − y2� + 512�0�1c�3cx�x3 − 3xy2� + 128�0
2�1c

2 x2�x�2

+ y�2� + 256�0
3�2c�x2 − y2��x�2 + y�2� + 256�0

4�x�2 + y�2�2 + 1024�0
3��4c − v0�4s��x4 − 6x2y2 + y4�� . �22�

By solving the Euler-Lagrange equation, trajetory u, u
=u1+�u2+�u3+¯, is obtained, where u1, �u2, and �u3 are
the solutions of the first-order trajectory, the second-order
aberration, and the third-order aberration, respectively.

B. First-order trajectory equation

To derive the first-order trajectory, we use the Lagrang-
ian up to the second-order power series �F=F0+F1+F2�
from expression �13�,

u1� +
1

�0
� �1c

2

8�0
�u1 + u1� + ��2c − v0�2s�u1	 = −

1

2�0
��1c

− v0�1s� . �23�

The right-hand side of expression �23� corresponds to the
term of the deflection force for the electron. The balance
condition to cancel out this deflection force, namely, the
Wien condition, is given by

�1c − v0�1s = 0. �24�

The Wien filter requires the stigmatic condition that the tra-
jectory of the x direction coincides with that of the y direc-

tion at the exit focal plane. Since the real and imaginary parts
of expression �23� correspond to the x and y directions, re-
spectively, the stigmatic condition is satisfied when the real
part of the second term of expression �23� is equal to the
imaginary part. This condition is expressed as

�2c − v0�2s = −
1

8�0
�1c

2 . �25�

For convenience, the normalized Fourier components of
electric and magnetic fields, e2−e4 and b2−b4,42 are intro-
duced to describe the following results:

e2 =
�2c

�1c
R0, b2 =

�2s

�1s
R0,

e3 =
�3c

�1c
R0

2, b3 =
�3s

�1s
R0

2,

e4 =
�4c

�1c
R0

3, b4 =
�4s

�1s
R0

3, �26�
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where R0=2�0 /�1c.
Consequently, expression �25� can be described as

e2 − b2 = −
1

4
. �27�

In addition, second-order aberration was reduced by de-
signing the shape of the electromagnetic pole structure ac-
cording to the calculations of Kato and Tsuno.28 This opti-
mizing condition is called the orthogonal condition and is
satisfied in our previously developed Wien filter EXPEEM
system.23

C. Derivation of higher-order aberration coefficients
in a uniform field approximation

1. Second-order aberrations

Since aperture aberration of the filter affects the isoch-
romatic image,32 it must be reduced to achieve a high reso-
lution Wien filter with high sensitivity. We derive the aber-
ration coefficients of the Wien filter using the third-order
Lagrangian �F=F0+F1+F2+F3� under the Wien and stig-
matic conditions

�u2� +
�1c

2

8�0
2�u2 =

1

�0
1/2 ��uF3 − ��u�F3��� . �28�

The second-order aberrations, �u2�z�, and the slope, �u2��z�,
can be obtained at the imaging plane as follows:

�u2�zi� =
1

�0
1/2


z0

zi

��u0�
F3

int�dz ,

�u2��zi� =
1

�0
1/2 ���u0�

F3
int�z0

zi − 

z0

zi

��u0
F3

int�dz� , �29�

where z0 and zi represent the entrance and image positions,
respectively. F3

int is the third-order Lagrangian in the interac-
tion picture defined as follows:

F3
int�u0, ū0,u0�, ū0�;z� = F3�u0g�z� + u0�h�z�,u0g�z�

+ ū0�h�z�, u0g��z� + u0�h0��z�, ū0g��z�

+ ū0�h��z�� , �30�

where g�z� and h�z� are two fundamental solutions of �23�
with initial conditions g�z0�=1, g��z0�=0, h�z0�=0, and
h��z0�=1. g�z� and h�z�, together with g��z� and h��z�, form
the first-order transfer matrix S,

S = � g�z� h�z�
g��z� h��z�

� . �31�

Thus, F3
int�z� is the F3 value on the first-order trajectory at the

general position z. F3
int�z� represents the pure effect of the

perturbation and can change only with the perturbation.33

Analytical integrations of �29� give the relation between the
aberration coefficients C�pqrs� defined by the following
equation:

�un = �
p+q+r+s=n

C�pqrs�uo
pūo

quo�
rūo�

s, �32�

where �un is the nth order aberration. The second-order ap-
erture aberration C2�pqrs� is expressed by the Fourier com-

ponents of the electric and magnetic fields as follows:

C2�2000� = −
2

3R0
b2,

C2�1100� = −
1

3R0
�3 + 4b2� ,

C2�0200� = −
2

R0
�b2 + 2�e3 − b3�� ,

C2�0020� = −
2R0

3
�3 + 4b2� ,

C2�0011� = −
4R0

3
�3 + 4b2� ,

C2�0002� = − 8R0�b2 + 2�e3 − b3�� . �33�

To cancel out the second-order aberration ��un=0�,
C�pqrs�=0�p+q+r+s	2� must be satisfied. We assume a
point source at the entrance �u0= ū0=0�. Consequently, the
coefficients with p�0 and q�0 can be neglected and we
obtain the following condition for the second-order aberra-
tions:

e2 = − 1, b2 = − 3/4, e3 − b3 = 3/8. �34�

The condition agrees with that given by Rose.32 We call this
condition the Rose condition.

The following section presents a new third-order aberra-
tion correction condition.

2. Third-order aperture aberrations
We can similarly determine the third-order aberration co-

efficients C3�pqrs� using the Lagrangian up to fourth order
�F=F0+F1+F2+F3+F4�. The third-order aberration �u3 is
given by the following equation:

�u3� +
�1c

2

8�0
2�u3 =

1

�0
1/2 �D2��uF3� − �D2��u�F3��� + �uF4

− ��u�F4��� , �35�

where

D2 = �u2
�

�u
+ �ū2

�

�ū
+ �u2�

�

�u�
+ �ū2�

�

�ū�
.

Since the equation in the left side is linear, the solution can
be divided into two parts; one ��u3A� related to F3 and the
other ��u3B� related to F4,

�u3A� +
�1c

2

8�0
2�u3A =

1

�0
1/2 �D2��uF3� − �D2��u�F3���� ,

�u3B� +
�1c

2

8�0
2�u3B =

1

�0
1/2 ��uF4 − ��u�F4��� . �36�

Both parts can be independently solved at the imaging plane,
z=zi,
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�u3A�zi� =
1

�0
1/2


z0

zi

D2
int��u0�

F3
int�dz ,

�u3B�zi� =
1

�0
1/2


z0

zi

��u0�
F4

int�dz . �37�

The differential operator D2
int is given by

D2
int = �u2

int�z�
�

�u0
+ �ū2

int�z�
�

�ū0

+ �u2�
int�z�

�

�u0�

+ �ū2�
int�z�

�

�ū0�
. �38�

Finally, Eq. �37� is integrated and the third-order aperture
aberration C3�pqrs� or the aberration for a point source �p
=q=0� is obtained as follows:33

C3�0030� =

R0

24�2
�3 + 4b2��3 + 40b2 + 60�e3 − b3��

−

R0

8�2
�3 + 20b2 + 12e3� ,

C3�0021� =

R0

6�2
�21 + 66b2 + 140b2

2 + 360b2�e3 − b3�

+ 360�e3 − b3�2� −

R0

2�2
�5 + 6b2 + 6b2

2� ,

C3�0012� =

R0

8�2
�3 + 4b2��3 + 40b2 + 60�e3 − b3��

−
3
R0

8�2
�3 + 20b2 + 12e3� ,

C3�0003� =

R0

�2
�3 + 10b2��b2 + 2�e3 − b3�� −

3
R0

�2
�b2

+ b2
2 + 2e3 + 4�e4 − b4�� . �39�

Under the Rose condition, it is difficult to optimize the above
four equations. Thus we eliminate the aberration in the en-
ergy dispersion direction, i.e., the x direction corresponding
to the real part of �u3,

�x3 =
1

2
��u3 + �ū3� = C3�0030��x�3 − 3x�y�2�

+ C3�0021��x�3 + x�y�2� + C3�0012��x�3 + x�y�2�

+ C3�0003��x�3 − 3x�y�2� = �C3�0030� + C3�0021�

+ C3�0012� + C3�0003��x�3 + �− 3C3�0030�

+ C3�0021� + C3�0012� − 3C3�0003��x�y�2. �40�

�x3 is zero when the coefficients of x�3 and x�y�2 are zero.
This condition is derived as follows:

e2 = − 1, b2 = − 3/4, e3 = 0.563,

b3 = 0.188, e4 − b4 = − 0.180. �41�

We have summarized three conditions in Table I, namely, the

TABLE I. Aberration correction coefficients. �A� Orthogonal condition, �B�
Rose condition, and �C� third-order aberration correction condition.

A B C

e2 −0.250 −1.000 −1.000
b2 0 −0.750 −0.750
e3 0 −0.375 0.563
b3 0 0 0.188
e4 0 0 −0.180
b4 0 0 0

FIG. 2. Comparison of aberrations given in Table I �a�
condition A, �b� condition B, and �c� condition C. The
horizontal direction corresponds to the energy disper-
sion direction.
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orthogonal condition �A�, Rose condition �B�, and third-
order aberration correction condition �C�.

In the next section, we present the ray-tracing results to
demonstrate how these conditions work.

III. RAY TRACING

We compare the aberration for the three conditions in
Table I. We performed ray tracing using ideal electric and
magnetic fields. The conditions used in calculating the aber-
ration are shown in Table II, where Ep, L, �0max, and �xo ,yo�
are defined as follows:

Ep is a pass energy of analyzer that allows the electron
transmission with corresponding kinetic energy, L is a filter
length which corresponds to the length between entrance and
exit slits, �0max is a maximum incident angle of the electron,
and �xo ,yo� is an incident position of the electron.

The energy dispersion direction, namely, the deflection
direction of an electron, is taken to be the x direction. The
aberration for conditions A, B, and C are shown in Figs.
2�a�–2�c�, respectively. The blurs of the energy dispersion
direction for each aberration are about 27, 12, and 3 mm for
conditions A, B, and C, respectively, indicating that the ab-
erration is most effectively reduced for condition C in the
energy dispersion direction.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the energy resolution
on the incident half angle �. For a 1 eV energy resolution, �
should be 2°, 8° and 13° for conditions A, B, and C, respec-
tively. If the intensity of the final image I is determined by
the incident half angle, the image intensity for condition C is
42 times larger than that of condition A. For an energy reso-
lution of 0.4 eV, � should be 1°, 6°, and 10° for conditions
A, B, and C, respectively. In this case, the image intensity of
condition C is 100 times larger than that of condition A.

IV. NUMBER OF ELECTRODES AND MAGNETIC
POLES

A multipole Wien filter can produce fields satisfying
condition C.26,28,32 However, it must be determined how

FIG. 3. Dependence of the energy resolution on the incident half angle: �a�
condition A, �b� condition B, and �c� condition C.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the aberration for �a� 8 elec-
trodes and magnetic poles, �b� 10 electrodes and mag-
netic poles, �c� 12 electrodes and magnetic poles, and
�d� 18 electrodes and magnetic poles. The horizontal
direction corresponds to the energy dispersion direction.

TABLE II. Conditions for calculation of the aberration results in Fig. 3.

Ep
a �eV� Lb �mm� �0 max

c �deg� �xo ,yo�d �mm�

100 400 14 �0,0�
aA pass energy of analyzer that allows the electron transmission with corre-
sponding kinetic energy.
bA filter length which corresponds to the length between entrance and exit
slits.
cA maximum incident angle of the electron.
dAn incident position of the electron.
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many poles are required. The parameters e4 and b4 in condi-
tion C must be controlled, and hence octupoles are necessary,
requiring at least eight electrodes and magnetic poles. We
calculated the fields satisfying condition C using the charge
simulation method �CSM�,38,43 where virtual electric and
magnetic charges are arranged on the pole surfaces to make a
potential satisfying condition C. We then calculated the elec-
tron trajectory, including the fringe effect. Figure 4�a� shows
the aberration for eight electrodes and magnetic poles. The
blurring of the aberration is about 30 mm. The reason that
the aberration is so large is that Fourier components of Eqs.
�9� and �10� higher than fourth order cannot be controlled, as
shown in Fig. 5, which causes deterioration of the aberration.
In order to reduce the higher order Fourier components, we
added further poles and calculated the aberration. Twelve
poles gave a sufficiently small dispersion in the x direction,
as shown in Fig. 4�c�. We further increased the number of
electrodes and magnetic poles to 18, but the aberration was
little improved, as shown in Fig. 4�d�. Thus, 12 electrodes
and magnetic poles are practically the best choice for the
multipole Wien filter.

In a following paper we discuss the design of the Wien
filter and possibilities for laboratory EXPEEM.

V. DISCUSSIONS

In this article, we have investigated a Wien filter with
small aberration and large filter size, considered a promising
candidate for the development of a high brilliance and high
energy resolution filter. In order to obtain the aberration con-
ditions explicitly, we expressed the aberration coefficients up
to third order using normalized coefficients of the multipole
expansion formula for electric and magnetic fields under the

uniform field approximation. By monitoring the electron tra-
jectory, we found that the incident angle can be increased
while maintaining a high energy resolution. We have deter-
mined using CSM that the optimal number of electrodes and
magnetic poles of the multipole Wien filter is 12. Accord-
ingly, we can provide a basic design for a multipole Wien
filter with less aberration, which will be important in devel-
oping an imaging energy analyzer with a straight optical axis
and a bright, high resolution filter.
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